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A DAMAGE BASED MECHANICS MODEL PREDICTING FORMING
LIMIT OF SHEET METAL UNDER NON-PROPORTIONAL LOADING
Shen Wei　　Peng Lihua
(Departement of Mechanics , Huazhong University of Science and Technology , Wuhan , 430074)
Tang Chakyin
(Department of Manufacturing Engineering , Hong Kong Polytechnic University , Hong Kong)
Abstract　The influence of strain path on plastic instability of sheet metal is investigated by the damage based
mechanics model , which takes the effects of damage into account.Based on the model , a plastic instability criterion due
to material damage has been established , in the equivalent strain space , in order to predict the forming limit curve(FLC)
under the conditions of both the proportional and the non-proportional loading process.The FLC results of the present
model are agreement with the experimental data by Graf and Hosford.
Key words　forming limit , material damage , instability condition , non-proportional loading
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